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About This Software

Stream Buddy is a tool for Twitch streamers to help you provide more entertainment for your viewers. With Stream Buddy you
can use mini-games for giveaways or for fun, and also use a 3d avatar as your persona where when you talk into your

microphone, the avatars mouth will move to look like the avatar is talking.

Stream Buddy hooks into the Twitch API, meaning you will require a Twitch.TV account to use some features, allowing for
viewers to interact with Stream Buddy. With the mini-games, players can enter during the lobby phase of the game by typing

"!play", then random players that enter are selected in random chance games to play.

Another great feature of Stream Buddy is Viewer Street. With Viewer Street, you can watch your stream viewers chatting in real
time live as if they are characters walking down the street in Stream Buddy. When a user enters a message in your Twitch chat,
their character is created in Stream Buddy Viewer Street and their messages will then appear above their head. If you don't like
the viewer, you can use the overhead camera to shoot them down by shooting down a hailstorm of bullets to destroy that viewer.

Features that require a Twitch.TV Account:
- Mini-games where Twitch viewers can enter.

- Viewer Street - where your twitch viewers can appear in Stream Buddy along with their chat messages.
- Note: Port 6667 TCP/UDP must be open to access Twitch chat api. Some routers might block this port by default, however

you can usually open access to this port in you router settings. Port 6667 is a very common IRC port and Stream Buddy uses it to
connect to irc.twitch.tv to access your stream chat in real time.

Features that don't require a Twitch.TV Account:
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- 3d avatar and moving mouth which syncs to your microphone (microphone required moving mouth synced to microphone
input).
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Title: Stream Buddy
Genre: Utilities, Video Production, Early Access
Developer:
Stardale Studio
Publisher:
Stardale Studio
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, or 10

Processor: Intel i5 or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB - DirectX 9 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: NVIDIA or AMD/ATI GPU recommended. Microphone for avatar lip sync.

English,French,Russian
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I used to play this game years ago on my old iPod. The only reason I stopped playing was because I don't like mobile controls.
Now that this is on steam, I can play and enjoy it even more than I did. This game is a must have!. This game is much more
platformer than RPG. Not bad, but not what I was expecting.. It may not be the greatest soundtrack out here, but I definitely
enjoyed it.. This may very well be the worst game I have ever played.

You click to bring up a progress metre, and then either wait for it to fill or spend donuts to complete it instantly.

Donuts, as you might have guessed, cost real money. Which is fine; the developers have to get paid somehow.

Wait, did I say "developers" just now? I meant "artists." The developers don't seem to have done anything. The game's entire
budget has apparently gone to art, so there would be pretty pictures. And the pictures are indeed quite pretty.

But there's no GAME here. You don't actually... PLAY anything. You just click and stare. There's no strategy or planning
involved. You just spend all the various in-game points to get stuff, and when you run out you are done playing until tomorrow
when you get some more points.

Or, you know, you can buy some donuts.

If you can afford to throw a bunch of cash at this game, I don't know, maybe it gets fun eventually. I'll happily dump $50 down
the gullet of any f2p game that I enjoy, but this thing is the most tedious piece of garbage I've ever seen.

Well, it's pretty. So there's that. But it's not FUN.. I like the frontier building parts. I'd rather have extra decorations than pet
skins, but that's mostly because I think the animals in the game all look amazing in their natural forms. As many others have
mentioned, I wish the weapons existed at each tier, instead of just iron and endgame.

I will be honest and add that a large part of why I'm buying the DLC for Conan Exiles is to support the development team. I
know everyone is on about mounts and sorcery, but I'd really like it if we could just have the clothes all the girls in the movies
were wearing.. we'll, its ok. i like it, but it really isn't all that deep. I have not playeed multiplayer yet either, so that might be it.
$10 bucks is a fair price, considering thats how much a good meal costs, but i would like to see a little more depth.

3/5, i do recommend trying it out.
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If you want to hear the words "level one, begin" more than enough times in your life BOY is this the game for you!
Level one simulator 20xx

10/10. Looks like a tech demo (look at our fabulous floating cubes).

There's no tutorial, no manual. Every game mode pops you on a rectangular layer of blocks that are then hit by red blocks from
above that damage and deform the layer. You have two powers, one restores the layer and replenishes with time (or not, in hard
mode) and another that I haven't figured out at all (slow motion, sort of). You get scored on how long you manage not to fall as
the platform crumbles around you. That is all there is to this game - well, there's a beta builder where you make non-rectangular
layers. Whoop-de-doo.

It's annoying me because it is one of those first person 3D platformers where you can't see your feet, yet would wish to land on
cubes precisely.

I see nothing here that makes me want to play this.

Note that there won't be any further updates as of January 11th since the devs had a hard drive crash and no backups. Serves
them right.. Garbageeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Some of the graphics are pretty nice but gameplay is terrible and short. Its a good
example of what they can do if they made an epic game.. Easy to play
Free to play
Great for meetings.
Recomended for LanParties!
. The game's wit and humor can only be matched by it's strategical prowess and customization. You'll have plenty to do for both
sides, especially for the cheap price of 5 bucks. Just be warned, this is an old game, so take that into mind when you are fiddling
around with the interface.. Wow. If you buy the gold edition, you get ALL of the extra content except for the Yak Farm
mission. Great job Ubisoft, great way to make a redundant DLC pack. 10\/10 would get early as part of the golden edition
again.
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